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Outline:
The AXIOM ecosystem is the "backbone" for products and services created within the
community and experts in the sectors of open source cinema. More specifically, this
includes "traditional" services, such as repairs, modifications and customizations, as well
as novel extensions and products that have formed around the AXIOM project. These
products and services will be communicated in a database that conveniently matches
supply and demand to location. In the phase after the launch, the AXIOM ecosystem will
be used to collect feedback from the community that can lead to further developments and
improvements to the system in the future.
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The ecosystem of the AXIOM Modular Cinema Cameras acts as a hub to encourage
individual services and developments from the community. The ecosystem stimulates
future developments around the cameras (as well as related services) and offers a
communication-platform for already planned developments that could include rentals or
repairs, but also more advanced offerings, such as specialised hardware modifications.

As outlined in the application of AXIOM in the Horizon 2020 call (section 1.1 b), the launch
of the AXIOM ecosystem marks an important step to ensure the growth of the community
and for future services and products around the project. The ecosystem acts as the
backbone for innovative (value-added) products and services. The plan for the ecosystemplatform is to stimulate the sectors of imaging-based products and services, resulting in
new developments and encouraging greater exchange between creative industries SMEs
and providers of ICT innovative solutions.

With the launch of a first version of the AXIOM ecosystem, the existing community around
the camera project will be gathered - this is ensured by including a database of local,
European and worldwide offered services. The first step of the ecosystem represents a
map (location-based) overview of expertises, that are currently mostly educational and
development based - but has the potential to drastically expand in the future as soon as
the AXIOM Beta, and subsequently the AXIOM Gamma, cameras are in circulation.
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Core benefits and aims of the AXIOM ecosystem
For the project team, the platform and database act as a tool to:
1. inform and empower the community to actively communicate and develop individual
services, products and customisations.
2. encourage the adoption of open hardware business models and motivate
individuals to commercialize their services for a new target audience.
3. stimulate future developments around the camera (as well as related services) to
empower the community and other interested sectors.
4. offer an early communication-platform for already planned developments from the
community (e.g. underwater cases, repair-services, etc.).
5. use the feedback from the community to subsequently further develop and improve
the ecosystem in the future.
6. strengthen local collaboration beyond online communication media.
Initial categories of the ecosystem
1. Involvement of the persons in AXIOM-Core projects (AXIOM Beta, Gamma,
Remote, etc.)
2. Individual or professional / company
3. Type of the services offered:
1. Operator (familiar with AXIOM devices and their usage)
2. Rental (commercial rental services)
3. Repairs (local repair services)
4. Hardware Customizations (creation of new modules or individual
customizations as service)
5. Software (development and offering of software-based services)
6. Addons & Accessories (external add-ons and accessories for AXIOM)
7. Training and Support (professional training, workshops and consultancy)
8. Personal lending / rental (exchange-hub for local developers)
9. apertus° ambassador (for local presentations or as interfaces to educational
and other sectors)
10.other (everything not covered by other categories)
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Screenshots and short overview of the initial ecosystem

Initial sign-up form with the possibility to enter specific services or products for the
ecosystem.

Detail “profile-page” for companies and individuals to present their products and services.
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Location-based overview of the AXIOM ecosystem map.
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No license fees & No royalties
As the AXIOM philosophy is built on Open Hardware and Free Software there are no
license restrictions limiting the ecosystem. Anyone can offer services or products in the
AXIOM ecosystem and there are no royalties to pay.
Other aspects of the ecosystem: Wiki, Software directory
Future additions of the ecosystem will involve tutorials and best practice guides, which will
help innovators avoid pitfalls and help them make the most of their time and efforts. The
ecosystem also encourages inter-community support and communication: people who
have already gained experience with a particular aspect of AXIOM can help and support
those who are yet to start working in this field. The “AXIOM software directory” will be
integrated as soon as a significant amount of code is available.
Outlook
The “Blender Network” is the partnership program of the Blender Foundation featuring an
online directory and social network for Blender professionals and shows an excellent
example of integrating community services into an open source product. Since blender is a
professional open source 3D software, it obviously has a different focus to the AXIOM
project - but nevertheless, it provides an important example of how to communicate and
collect community offers. In this context, the AXIOM ecosystem will in the future also
implement:
• Featured profiles
• Event calendar of local and international expert meetings and workshops around
the AXIOM project and services
• Jobs board (interface for the supply and demand of human resources)
In the future, the AXIOM ecosystem will also offer a reputation-system for the products and
services offered, to provide the best possible user-interaction - with the key aims being
quality assurance and to limit the possibilities of abuse. This will be accomplished by
adding a review and comment-system, as well as connecting the review-process to socialmedia accounts to further limit the possibilities of misuse of the overall system (which
might become an issue once the community reaches a very high number of participants).
AXIOM ecosystem URL:
https://apertus.org/axiom-ecosystem

